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Book Review
Schlatter, Charles F. Elementary Cost
(New York, John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., 1927. 321 p.)
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In this book the author has produced a
volume which, accomplishing his expressed
purpose, should aid materially in the teaching of the principles of cost accounting to
college students. He has produced a book
which treats of the fundamentals of cost
accounting in very clear and understandable language. Most of the more involved
refinements of the subject have been
omitted so as not to confuse the student
while he is attempting to grasp the general
principles. The book is elementary only
in regard to cost accounting. It is based
on the assumption that the student has had
previous instruction in general accounting.
In the first chapter M r . Schlatter describes the use of departmental accounting
for a trading concern, giving a perspective
of the entire system. In the second chapter he discusses the use of general accounting for the factory and demonstrates its
inadequacy. The third chapter is devoted
to the purposes and advantages of cost
accounting. The next three chapters describe the procedure used in process cost
accounting, sequential process cost accountings, and job-lot cost accounting. Chapter
VII deals with the ledgers and the flow of
cost data through the accounts. The last
six chapters cover statements, books of original entry, materials and supplies, accounting for labor, burden, and departmental job-lot cost accounting.
At the end of each chapter, with the
exception of the third, the author presents
a problem with solution, illustrating the
principles covered in that chapter, and
then submits a number of problems for
solution by the student. The text is interspersed with numerous forms and charts
showing the flow of costs through the various accounts and departments, which aid
materially in making the procedure readily
understandable.
Mr. Schlatter's book is not a handbook
of cost accounting practice for reference
by experienced cost accountants. Nevertheless, it is a distinct contribution to
accounting literature, and one of value to
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students and general accountants who are
not familiar with the intricacies of cost
accounting. It gives them a clear picture
of the fundamentals of cost accounting and
a good foundation on which to build their
knowledge of the refinements of the subject.
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